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1. Introduction

Gauge models of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions have been proposed
based on integer-charge quarks (ICQ) and broken colour symmetry by Pati and Salam
(1973, 1976), Rajasekaran and Roy (1975, 1976) and others. At the phenomenological
level, calculations have been made within the framework of ICQ in deep inelastic
lepton-hadron scattering and jet production through e+e - annihilation. These give
results that generally agree with experiments almost as well as the corresponding
predictions of standard quantum chromodynamics, the more popular theory of strong
interactions based on fractional charge quarks (FCQ) and exact colour symmetry.
The Higgs bosons in ICQ, used to break the colour symmetry spontaneously have
however not been studied in sufficient detail. The various couplings between the Higgs
bosons and the weak gauge bosons have not been worked out in the literature. These
couplings are needed in any complete calculation of the cross-section for hadronic jet
production in e+e - annihilation and other processes.
In this paper we consider the Higgs sector of the ICQ model of Rajasekaran and Roy
and obtain the above mentioned Higgs couplings explicitly. We also complete the
listing of all the gauge boson couplings.
In the next section we describe the relevant features of the ICQ model briefly. In §3
we consider the Higgs sector. In §4 we give the various couplings between the physical
gauge bosons and the Higgs bosons. In §5 we summarize our results.

* to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
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2. The gauge model

We consider the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) model of strong, weak and electromagnetic
interactions.
The quarks are assigned integer charges as proposed by Han and Nambu (1965).
They belong to the 3* representation ofcolour SU(3). Each generation can be described
by an array--for instance

(UOl
q~" = ~,d{

do

d° ] '

(1)

where the superscript in the array denotes the electric charges. The index i spans the
colour space and • represents the flavour (~ = 1, 2).
Resolving the quarks q~i into their left and right-handed components we have
q~,L= ½(1 -75) q,i

(2a)

for the left-handed components, and

and

u,R = ½(1 +~5) ui

(2b)

d,R = ½(1 +Y5 )di

(2c)

for each generation of the type given in (1). Thus the left-handed parts ofq,~ transform
as doublets and the right-handed components as singlets in the SU(2) space.
In this model, there is a colour octet contribution Q8 to the total charge operator and
a colour singlet contribution Qo (Rajasekaran and Roy 1975). The electric charge
operator Q is given by
Q = Qo+Q8 = I 3 L + u + I 3 c + ½ r c ,

(3)

where

Qo = I3L + U,

(4a)

and

Q8 = I3c + ½Yc.

(4b)

Here I3c and Yc are the two diagonal generators of colour SU(3), 13L is the diagonal
generator of weak SU(2) and U is the U(1) generator. The U quantum numbers are
given by
U(qL) = 1/6; U(uR) = 2/3; U(d~) = - 1/3
(5)
and similarly for other generations. The mixing phenomena revealed in the definition of
the charge operator, so peculiar to this model, has led to interesting speculations in the
context of monopoles in grand unified theories (Rajasekaran and Ramachandran
1983).
The leptons are doublets under the weak SU(2) group and are represented by lefthanded column matrices of the type

(Ve)

,6,

for each generation. The corresponding right-handed parts eRetc are SU(2) singlets.
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Their U quantum numbers are

U(EL) = - 1/2; U(eR)= -- 1.

(7)

Here e refers to the electron and ve to the corresponding neutrino.
We denote by V~(p = 1. . . . ,8), X~ (~ = 1, 2, 3) and Uu the gauge vector bosons of
the groups SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) respectively and by g3, g~ and g~ the corresponding
coiapling constants. The vector boson Lagrangian Lv is given by
1 8

L~ = --~ k~=' (V~ + g3f km* V~ Zg)2
1

3

y.

(8)

p=l

with fkmn being the structure constants of the SU(3) group and
V~ = d~ V]-O~ V~.

(9)

Similar definitions hold for X~6 and Ua~.
The eight gauge bosons V~ transform as an octet under the colour group. In the ICQ
model there are two pairs of charged bosons and the remaining are neutral, analogous
to the octet of vector mesons of flavour SU(3). The U(1) gauge boson Uu is neutral.
Suitable combinations of the X~, (~t = 1, 2, 3) and U~ will produce, as in the standard
electroweak model, two charged weak bosons, a neutral weak boson and the photon.
We do not give the fermionic part of the Lagrangian and the interaction between the
felmions and the vector bosons. These have been given in detail by Rajasekaran and
Roy (1975).
3. The Higgs sector

All gauge bosons except the photon and all fermions except the neutrino get masses
through the Higgs mechanism.
The colour SU(3) symmetry is broken by the introduction of the coloured scalars:

O'~i

a;1 a°2 a°3
a;1 a°2 a°3

(lO)

a set of nine complex scalar fields with ~ = 1, 2, 3 and i spanning the colour space. The
superscripts +, - and 0 are used to denote the charges of the scalars, tr transforms as
(3', 2, 1/6) + (3", 1, - 1/3) under SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1). Note that the flavour index ~t
taking values 1 and 2 refer to the SU(2) doublet whereas ~ = 3 corresponds to the SU(2)
singlet.
To break the SU(2) x U(1) symmetry we retain the complex Higgs doublet r/~ of the
standard electroweak model
r/~ =

r/o

(a = 1, 2),

(11)
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where ~/~ transforms as (1, 2, ½) under SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1).
The Higgs Lagrangian LH is then given by

l

ig3~

i'

•

~

2

3
~=i

p=l

+ V(a,~)+ Y(a, n, q, l).

(12)

In the above equation z~a (p = 1, 2, 3) are the Pauli matrices and 2k = - (2k)* , where 2 k
are the usual Gell-Mann matrices. We have chosen the 3* representation of the SU(3)
matrices because tr transforms as a 3* under SU(3). u,p denotes the U quantum numbers
of the tr fields written as a matrix in the SUL(2) space (~t = 1, 2 refers to the SUL(2)
doublet part of a and ct = 3 refers to the SUL(2) singlet):

=

u:fl

mf0 0)

g

1

0

0

-2

.

(13)

V(a, ri) is a quartic polynomial in tr, r/which is so chosen as to give the required vacuum
expectation values:

(!°
0

0
0

;

1

where (tr) and Q/) are real constants. We shall not describe the precise form of
V(t~, r/). Y contains the Yukawa couplings among the fermions and scalars. The
Yukawa couplings with t/are the same as in the standard model. Yukawa couplings
with a are not possible if baryon number is assumed to be conserved. Here we shall
assume baryon number conservation. However, parenthetically we may note that the
colour triplet scalars a present in the ICQ model provide a new source of baryon
number violation. The consequences of this have been discussed elsewhere
(Rajasekaran 1982).
In the rest of this section we show that with the form (14) for (er~i), ten coloured
Higgs scalars survive after colour symmetry is spontaneously broken. For this, we work
in the unitary gauge. We can then write

a,k = ~

exp i ~, T " O~+UOts
'
~P~J'

cxpi ~ ~-0p

j,~

p=i

J

(15)

=i

where 0p, 0~ and Orsare real scalar fields with vanishing expectation values, p and tr are
each 3 x 3 matrices and U is the generator of the U(1) group. T u are the SU(2)
generators written as the following 3 x 3 matrices:

=

0

0

0 0

=~;
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T2

0
0

2
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0) 2

0
0

=~

(16b)

,

oo113
1( o o)

=~

(1~)

-lo o° = ~ ;

The generator U is given by

U

=

~

1

0-2

0

(16d)

=

(Though T" and U have been written in terms of the SU(3) 2 matrices, it must be kept in
mind that they operate on the flavour space). Thus (15) becomes
~=k = j,p~Lexp ,=~1 T 0p kj exp i 6

~ 0'6+ ~ 3 Ov

=~p#j

(17)

The condition that there can be no quadratic couplings between the gauge fields
and the scalar fields in the unitary gauge, leads to the following constraints on the
scalar fields PBJ:
, k
E.[(P=,)* ~P,s-P=i2ij
(P,s)] = 0

(k--- 1,2 . . . . ,8),

08)

Or,I,J

E [(p.,)* ~;~,,,-p~ '~ (p,,)] = o

(6 = 1, 2, 3)

(19)

=,~,i
and

Y. [(p.i)* a.5 : . , - p ; , , ~;.8 (p#,)] = o.

=,~,i

(20)

In (18) to (20) the vacuum expectation values (p=~) are chosen to be

(p,,) = <~,~,,)= (~),~.,

(21)

from (14). This choice of vacuum expectation value leads to a breakdown of the local
SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) gauge symmetry to the level of electromagnetic U(1) while an
approximate global SU(3) symmetry is also preserved. Hence the masses mg of all the
eight gluons are equal, in the zeroth order in electroweak coupfings.
Corresponding to the transformation (17), the gauge boson, quark and lepton fields
also get transformed. However, the new Lagrangian with P=i replacing ~=i and the new
gauge boson, quark and lepton fields replacing the old ones resembles the old
Lagrangian in its form.
We write

p., = <p=,) + p'-,

(2~)
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with
(p',,) = 0.

(22b)

On substituting (2 I) and (22) into (18) and remembering that ~,//and i go from 1 to 3, in
the summation we obtain
Tr (2 k p') - Tr (p'~ 3.k) = 0

(k = 1. . . . ,8).

(23)

Substitution of (21) and (22) into (19) and (20) will give us
Trace (26 p ' ) - Trace (p'* 3.6) = 0
and

(6 = 1, 2, 3)

Trace (3.a p,) _ Trace (p'* 3.a) = 0.

(24)
(25)

Thus we see that the constraints given by (24) and (25) are contained in (23). Hence
even if 0~ and 0u were set equal to zero in (17) we will still obtain the complete set of
constraints. This is clearly because of the type of the Higgs scalars ~ chosen and the
choice of the vacuum expectation values, given in (21). It is the factor 6,i that is
responsible for collapse of the constraints (19) and (20) in the electroweak sector to
those in the colour sector (18). This also explains why the result of the symmetry
breaking was the same in an earlier work (Rajasekaran and Rindani 1982) where the
weak SU(2) was ignored as an approximation and a model based on SU(3) x U(1) was
considered.
Equation (23) implies the following set of constraints:
p;j = p~* (i ~ j)

(26)

(P'I~ - P'l l ) = (P~* - P~2 ) = (P~'~ - P~3).

(27)

and

These amount to 8 constraints and so, out of the 18 real fields p,i, only 10 are
independent physical scalar fields. These survive as 10 massive Higgs particles. The 8
massless Goldstone bosons have been eaten by 8 gauge bosons which become massive.
These are the gluons. The ten Higgs fields can be written in terms of new independent
fields ~Oi(i = 0, l, 2 . . . . . 8) which is a colour nonet and q~a colour singlet i.e. we write,
1 s

Plj = 2 k=0
y~ (3.% ¢ ' + ~

i 6
'~ ~"

(28)

Here 2 k are the usual SU(3) matrices for k = 1 to 8 and 2 o = (2/3) ½1 where I is the 3 x 3
unit matrix. Because of the conditions (26) and (27), eg and ~bare real. Thus, apart from
the neutral Higgs particle of the standard model, in the present model the Higgs sector
consists of a colour nonet ~k and a colour singlet ~b.

4. Couplings among gauge bosons and Higgs bosons
The replacement of all the scalar fields in the Lagrangian by their vacuum expectation
values leads to some combination of gauge fields acquiring masses. The resulting boson
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mass terms in the Lagrangian are given by
20~ <tr>2 E G~ G~"+-~--<r/>2 ff'~ m ' + (02 + 8 , ) Ql>a 2~, 2,,"
i=l

(29)

4

Here,
G~ = V i -8t2 X i
u 83 u

G~ = V~
Gua - V~

a.'. = ~
=

(30a)

(i = 1, 2, 3),

(i = 4, 5, 6, 7),

(30b)

g----L~ U s,

(30c)

(xl + ixb,

(30d)

x/ig~

-tX.),

(30¢)

2~ = g~ x 3 - g; us
(gi2 -[" ~12)1 / 2

(30f)

We also define

~i. = g'~ X2 + gl u.

(g,2 + 07),/~ •

(30g)

The gluon fields G~ (i = 1. . . . 8) are not orthogonal to the weak and electromagnetic
fields I~., IJ/~, ~, and 2,. Due to this definition of the gauge boson fields, quadratic
Couplings between the vector boson fields are introduced (Rajasekaran and Roy I975).
The kinetic energy terms in Lv are given by
I[.L,=,L (V~) 2+ i=,L (X~a)2 + U~ 1 •

(31)

The cubic terms are
g3

8

g~

~

i

"

- - - 2 ,,,.,.~=, fu.. V~a V~ V]-~-,.j.k~.=, ~ x ~ X~ X~.

(32)

In order to define the physical gauge boson fields and coupling constants we first
define the following quantities:
B = (1 +g2/ga)
,2 2 1/2 ,

4 g,12g~2

C=

(33a)
l 1/2

1-~ 3g3(gl
i,-27i,:---,2
+g2 )J

,

(33b)

and

l',

g;'~. 8~2) j
D -- 1 + 032(gq2 + 8~2) "~ 3g] (g-~2

•

(33c)
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Then the physical electroweak gauge fields are given by
W~=Bff',;

At = C g ~ ;

Z~=D2,

(34)

and the physical electroweak coupling constants are

02 = g'2/B,
o'1 o'2

e = C,,,,2
Also

.~,2"~1/2

(35)

°

e = g2 sin0w,

(36)

0w being the Weinberg angle. The physical gluon fields are G~ (i = 1. . . . . 8) and the
strong coupling constant is g3.
The kinetic energy and cubic interaction terms of Lv given in (31) and (32) have been
recast in terms of the physical gauge fields in earlier work (Rajasekaran and Roy 1975)
which also contains a discussion of the significance of the quadratic vector-dominance
couplings in the ICQ model.
The quartic terms are given by

_¼g2f,mnf,pq V~ Vn~V~'pV'q-¼g2~°~"YPY~XI'6X
~.~.~,

.

(37)

In terms of the physical vector fields these are given below (earlier literature does not
contain these): (a) The quartic terms with 4 gluons are the same as in standard QCD. (b)
The quartic terms with 3 gluons are
G~q Vg2 (t~pl Wt~l +¢~v2 Wt42)

~ ~3 f tmn f [pq

+e(fp3+-~3 5Pg)A~'+(a6p3-~SPs)ZU;,
1

1

(38,

• 2

where we have defined W~ = ~-~ (W~ + zW,)
a=ecot0w

and

b=etan0w.

(39)

(c) Quartic terms with 2 gluons are
2

g~2f'mnf 'j'q {G'~G7(~P' W tJ~+ 5p2 W~2)(Sq~W~ + ~q2 W,2)

.1Lfiq2 W~2)(fml

Wtl_~_6m2W t 2 ) } _

f,mf,pa

6-3+.~t~,.s
3

1

-~f""yw'~(afm3--~b 5.8){G,G~Z~Z~(afl,3_~fpa )
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+GIGfZi+Z'(a6i'3---~3i~q+I}
x/3

+G;Gf

\

+6+2

;~<5"," (~" w" +

G# G¢Z
_g,,f,,..f,pq{,,,
. i+(06+ 3 - ~

w

6 p8

)(5,, W :1 +iS,+"W ~:2)

-FG"•G'qZ, (a~'3-~3 +'a) (6'niW 'l "~'6m2 W :2)
+G~G~ZP(a~q3-~33~+8)(6"' W'i+6 "2 W'2)}

(40)

(d) Quartic terms with one gluon are

+~+ jt++, - ~ + , j

+,,+++

D
j3

/

+z. A..' (," W"+,"~W'~)(,+++~,+') (~"-~,")}
_~r,,,,.r,n
J'7`'.'p''
,,-:_.(~+i W,i +++2 W,+,) (~,,,i Wp~+,~,,,2 Wp2) a6p+_
g+" J "1.

6ps

+Zp~" (6" W~ +6 ''2 W2) (6p' W'~ +~,,2 W,2) (a6q3_~33 6,8 )

g+'
i"S+, {,4,G+,(<5,'w" + 6+~i+,',~)<<+-'w "
03

+<+-~w,~) ~<~,'+-~33<~,,)
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/
p
\
+A BGp" (5"1 W ~1+5 -2 W ~2) (6pl W~ +6 p2 W2)~e6q3+-~-~6qa)
+

A# G~(6ql W t I _~6q2 Wt2)((~p I W p I .dt_(~p2W#2)(e6m3+~e 6=8~~,]j
e2g-2ft"ftP'~A'A'G~o3
[
(5"' W " + 6

'2 W'2) (6m3 + 1--1
6"a)x/3 \6"a
(
+ -v~. ' 6"a )

+ZpZ, G~.(6pI W~l +6p 2 W'2)(a6,a--~33 6'a)(a6ma-b-6"a~x/3 ,]'

{

~g~f,=.f,,, G}(6,~t W~+6 m2 W2)(6 ,1 W #1
ga

+6 ~2 W p2) (6pl W 'l +6 p2 W'2)}.

(41)

(e) Quartic terms with no gluons are identical to that in FCQ and are therefore not
given.
We now consiu~,r the interactions between the gauge bosons and the Higgs bosons.
We have two sets of Higgs particles (~i, 4) and !/. Couplings between t/and the gauge
bosons are identical to that in the standard model. We do not give them here. The
couplings between the coloured Higgs (Oi, ~b)and the gauge bosons are given below:
(i)

The scalar-scalar-vector couplings are

~/3

J

A~
- g2 f/2o t~ ~i ~j W"¢,

(42)

where a = 1, 2 a n d i, j, k = 1 . . . . . 8. The couplings respect SU(3) x SU(2) x U ( 1 )
invariance as expected of gauge couplings.
(ii) The only vector-vector-scalar coupling is

g2-~-a(a) G~G "~ ~bk duk.
2

(43)

We notice that this also respects global SU(3) x SU(2) x U(1) symmetry. The ~i do not
couple to the electroweak gauge bosons. Hence this expression for vector-vector-scalar
couplings is identical to what we would have even if we ignore weak interactions.
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(iii) Vector-vector-scalar-scalarcouplingsare given below:

+ 2g2 g3 G~ ~ ~',f.~kfap (W p' 5"I + W p2 5p2)
g2

- - ~ g~ ~ ~ . f ~ . (w p~ a.~ + wp ~ a.~)

--~6 g3 ~PO.G~A'f~p.(6"3 + l-~-6
+ ~ ¢. ¢, f . J , ka (wl ~p' + w~ ~2) (w ~, ap' + w ~26a2)

g2 ~.,.
, s ~ ~,v,. (w1 ~a' + w~ ap2)(w ~' ~s~'+ w ~ ~ ) f . ~ p

+eg2 ~k.~b,A~fosmft., (W ~I ~B1 +W~26,2) (6pa +~3

6pS)

1

+a2Z.~Zad/.d/,{4-~d.,8 1 --~d3.,,,d,.3 + ~fasmf..a}

+b2 ZaZ,~bsl~, { 1243
1 d.,8_ l ds..d,m8 + ~2f8.. f,ma}

fs~.f*=3

+ab ZaZ"OsO, --6d~,a+~3 d3.md,,.e+ e 2 A~ A ~ O~ 0,

d~,s +
I

d.~ - ~ 3

d~.,.d,.,~-

I

- - 41 d3.md..a + 2~fssmf~ma "~"~ A smf lm8
1
1

1

1

1
1

)

+ -~d~,3- ~ da~,,,d,,,,a+ --gfa~,.f..a
+ ~-~fa~.
f~ma
z.
zx/ ~

d~..,d,..s
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1

2

o1

ds~ d,.s --;fs,m ft,.s -

1

1

f3smf~mS

}

(44)

5. Conclusions
We have given in this paper a more complete description of the ingredients of the ICQ
model (Rajasekaran and Roy 1975, 1976) than that available in previous literature. All
the interactions between the Higgs bosons and the gauge bosons have been worked out
here.
These couplings together with the quartic couplings between the gauge bosons (also
worked out fully in this paper) are very important in studying several aspects of weak
interaction phenomenology. These studies are of relevance currently, since the
discovery of the weak bosons in the laboratory has opened up the possibility of carrying
out various experiments related to the electroweak theory.
The Higgs bosons of the ICQ model also play an important role in the cancellation of
mass singularities in physical processes like Z -, 3 jets and e+e - -, 3 jets (Rajasekaran
and Rindani 1982; Lakshmibala et al 1981). A study of these phenomena requires
knowledge of the couplings derived here. The results of these studies will be reported
elsewhere.
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